Established in 1872, Shen Bao (historically transliterated as Shun Pao or Shen-pao) was the most influential and longest lasting commercial newspaper of before the establishment of the People's Republic. Published in Shanghai until 1949, Shen Bao was founded by Englishman Ernest Major, but, uniquely, as a newspaper for Chinese readers, written by Chinese reporters. During its existence, Shen Bao gradually shifted from a conservative to a more liberal perspective, and played a pivotal role in the formation of public opinion in the imperial period and into the tumultuous beginnings of modern China.

Chinese Periodical Full-Text Database (1911-1949) [Database UI Access Only]
Shanghai Library
http://guides.lib.uiowa.edu/go.php?c=4685154 Connect

Chinese Periodical Full-text Database (1911~1949) covers around 10,000,000 pieces of writing in over 20,000 different kinds of periodicals published between 1911 and 1949. As an important part of the historical archive, this database has significant academic and historical value.

China: Culture and Society [Database UI Access Only]
Cornell University Library's Charles W. Wason Collection on East Asia
http://guides.lib.uiowa.edu/go.php?c=4685230 Connect

Spanning three centuries (c1750-1929), this resource makes available extremely rare pamphlets from Cornell University Library’s Charles W. Wason Collection on East Asia. The resource is full-text searchable, allowing for the collection to be comprehensively explored and studied. In addition, China: Culture and Society features a host of secondary resources, including scholarly essays, an interactive chronology, mini guides, and editors’ choices from the collection.

Access World News [Database UI Access Only]
NewsBank
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/accesswn Connect

These newspaper collections provide full-text articles from the electronic editions of more than 600 U.S. and 700 international newspapers.

Communication and Mass Media Complete [Database UI Access Only]
Ebsco
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/ebsco/cmmc Connect

This database provides the most robust, quality research solution in areas related to communication and mass media. CMMC incorporates the content of CommSearch (formerly produced by the National Communication Association) and Mass Media Articles Index (formerly produced by Penn State) along with numerous other journals in communication, mass media, and other closely-related fields of study to
create a research and reference resource of unprecedented scope and depth encompassing the breadth of the communication discipline.

**Ethnic NewsWatch [Database UI Access Only]**
ProQuest
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/softline/ethnic [Connect](#)

Ethnic NewsWatch is an interdisciplinary and comprehensive full text database of the newspapers, magazines and journals of the ethnic, minority and native press, including Asian press.

**Newspaper Source [Database UI Access Only]**
Ebsco
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/ebSCO/newssource [Connect](#)

Newspaper Source provides selected full text for over 200 regional U.S. newspapers, international newspapers, newswires, newspaper columns and other sources.

**World News Connection [Database UI Access Only]**
Thomson
http://guides.lib.uiowa.edu/go.php?c=4685204 [Connect](#)

This database provides hundreds of international news items added daily. It is a valuable research tool for non-U.S. media sources.

**The Times Digital Archive, 1785-1985 [Database UI Access Only]**
Thomson
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/timesda [Connect](#)

This complete digital edition of The Times (London) provides full facsimile images of all articles, advertisements and illustrations/photos.

**JSTOR (Journal Storage) [Database UI Access Only]**
JSTOR
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/jstor/jstor [Connect](#)

Provides image and full-text online access to back issues of selected scholarly journals, including journals in journalism and mass communication.

**Project Muse [Database UI Access Only]**
Project Muse
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/muse [Connect](#)

Provides full-text articles from many journals in journalism and mass communication.

**Bibliography of Asian Studies [Database UI Access Only]**
The Association for Asian Studies
http://purl.lib.uiowa.edu/bas [Connect](#)

This on-line version of the Bibliography of Asian Studies (BAS) contains records on all subjects pertaining to East, Southeast, and South Asia published worldwide from 1971 to the present.

**Zhongguo xin wen shi yong da ci dian/中国新闻实用大辞典 [Dictionary]**
Beijing: Xin hua chu ban she, 1996/北京: 新华出版社, 1996
PN5364 .Z56 1996 [Availability at InfoHawk](#)

A dictionary of Chinese journalism.

**AJR NewsLink [Internet]**
NewsLink Association
This online directory provides indexes of all known online National, State, International, including Asian and Chinese Newspapers.

**Television News Archive [Internet]**
Vanderbilt University

Searchable archive of abstracts of news broadcasts from 1968 to present (ABC, CBS, NBC), 1995 to present (CNN), selected content from PBS and FOX News. Video content from CNN viewable with RealOne media player. Descriptive summaries of the Vanderbilt University collection of network television news programs and other news-related programming collected in its archive since August 5, 1968.

**People’s Daily/人民日报 [Internet]**
人民日报社
http://www.people.com.cn/  Connect

The official leading Chinese newspaper.

**Online Chinese Newspaper/中国新闻媒体大全 [Internet]**
CyberMedia Network
http://www.creaders.net/navigator/newspaper.html  Connect

This site provides links to many online Chinese newspapers.

**China Daily/中国日报 [Internet]**
China Daily Information
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/  Connect

The leading Chinese newspaper in English.

**Chinese News Media: Daily News [Internet]**
Institute of Chinese Studies, University of Heidelberg
http://sun.sino.uni-heidelberg.de/igcs/media/daily.htm  Connect

This site provides links to the most important daily news services (newspapers, news agencies, radio and TV stations) from China, Hong Kong, Macau, Tibet, Taiwan, Singapore, other Overseas Chinese Communities, and from Around the Globe.

**Xin wen yu chuan bo/新闻与传播 [Journal]**
Beijing: Zhongguo ren min da xue/北京: 中国人民大学书报资料中心
1009-1343 Availability at InfoHawk

Covers studies in journalism and mass communication.

**Xin wen yu chuan bo yan jiu/新闻与传播研究 [Journal]**
Beijing: Zhongguo she hui ke xue chu ban she/北京: 中国社会科学出版社
1005-2577 Availability at InfoHawk

Covers studies in journalism and mass communication.
Xin wen xue yan jiu/新聞學研究 [Journal]
台北: 國立政治大學新聞研究所
1016-1007 Availability at InfoHawk

Covers studies in journalism and mass communication.

Zhongguo ji zhe/中国记者 [Journal]
Beijing: Xin hua tong xun she/北京: 新华通讯社
1003-1146 Availability at InfoHawk

Covers studies in journalism and mass communication.

Xin wen zhan xian/新闻战线 [Journal]
Beijing: Ren min ri bao chu ban she/北京: 人民日报出版社
0257-5930 Availability at InfoHawk

Covers studies in journalism and mass communication.

The Chinese journalist: mediating information in the world's most populous country/Hugo de Burgh [Monograph]
PN5364 .B8 2003 Availability at InfoHawk

This is an excellent study of journalism in China.

Zhongguo xin wen nian jian/中国新闻年鉴 [Yearbook]
Beijing: Zhongguo she hui ke xue chu ban she/北京: 中国社会科学出版社
PN4705 .C49 Availability at InfoHawk

Yearbook of Chinese journalism.